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FOREWORD
This study contract (NAS8-28359) was awarded to the URS/Matrix Company by
the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center to define the task performance
capability requirements and to develop concepts for the experimenter work-
stations for selected early Shuttle Sortie missions. A further goal was to
update and expand the task performance requirement/capability data base.
Methodology utilized in defining task performance requirements and requisite
skills for payload experiments was the "Task-Skill" technique developed under
Contract NASw-2192.
Readers of this report who are closely associated with the Sortie Lab
program will recognize instances where statements made, or data presented,
herein are not in accord with their own knowledge of the program. Every re-
sonable attempt has been made to incorporate or reflect the current status of
Sortie Lab definition and development. Such discrepancies are more easily
understood when it is recognized that this study was initiated during the
transition from the earlier baseline of "Blue Book" data, subsequently modified
by RAM and SOAR studies, to what is now known as Sortie Lab. The rapidly
changing environment in which experiment and payload definition studies are
conducted makes such discrepancies inevitable.
This report provides a brief description of methodology, a presentation
and discussion of the skill requirements for early Sortie Lab Earth Observation
and Materials Sciences payloads, and the results of the analyses to define
concepts for experimenter workstation configurations for these missions. It
is expected that this report will have greatest utility to those involved in
training and personnel resource planning, and Sortie Lab Support Module design-
ers. It should also be useful to mission planners confronted with problems
regarding payload composition.
The report is packaged in two parts: ,
Part I: Technical Report, with Appendices A - G containing explanatory
data.




Preliminary NASA studies aimed at definition of experiments and payloads
for orbiting with the Space Shuttle system have included various types of crew
skill requirements identification. The skill identification methods used,
however, were inadequate, especially when applied to relatively undefined
systems and configurations.
This study applied a skill requirement definition method (originally
developed under Contract NASw-2192) to the problem of determining, at an early
stage in system/mission definition, the skills required of on-orbit crew per-
sonnel whose activities will be related to the conduct or support of earth-
orbital research. The experiment data base was selected from proposed ex-
periments in NASA's Earth Orbital Research and Application Investigation
program as related to Space Shuttle missions, specifically those being con-
sidered for Sortie Lab.
Activities during the study, documented in this report, include identifi-
cation of basic functions dealing with man's research and/or servicing activi-
ties on orbit. A Crew Function Taxonomy was prepared relative to these
activities. Likely candidate experiments for Shuttle Sortie missions were
selected through extensive review of experiment and mission descriptions.
Crew functions and tasks were initially identified for more than fifty
representative earth orbital experiments, and a comprehensive task analysis
was conducted on these tasks for selected payloads.
Crew skill requirements for performance of three Earth Observations ex-
periments and eight Materials Sciences experiments were identified through a
technique called Task-Skill Requirements Identification. The concept and
procedure of this technique, including use of the Task Dependency Reference
system, is discussed, along with conversion of Task-Skills to Occupational
Skill Classifications.
In addition, concepts for two integrated workstation consoles for Sortie
Lab experiment operations were developed, one each for Earth Observations and
Materials Sciences payloads, utilizing a common supporting subsystems core
console.
A comprehensive data base of crew functions, operating environments, task
dependencies, task-skills and occupational skills applicable to a representa-
tive cross section of earth orbital research experiments is presented. All
data has been coded alphanumerically to permit efficient, low cost exercise
and application of the data through automatic data processing in the future.
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APPENDIX H
TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS DATA SHEETS
This part of the report presents the results of the task and skills
analysis of selected experiments projected for Sortie Lab research missions.
The methods used in arriving at the skills listed herein are explained in
Section 2.0 of the report; the results are summarized by payload and experi-
ment in Section 3.0.
Task/Skill Requirements data sheets for the following Sortie Lab experi-
ments/payloads are included in this Appendix.
Earth Observations
EO-3 Air and Water Pollution
EO-4 Resource Location and Identification
EO-5 Natural Disaster Assessment
Materials Sciences and Manufacturing
MS-1 Biological Experiments
MS-l(l) Separation of Biologicals
MS-2 Levitation Experiments
MS-2(1) Preparation of Glasses
MS-2(2) Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation





MS-4 Small and Low Temperature Experiments
MS-4(1) Convection of Fluids
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MISSION MODE: A-SHUTTLE SORTIE
EXPERIMENT AREA: SORTIE LAB PAYLOAD EO-3
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 AIR AND WATER POLLUTION
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE.- Earth Resources















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations




























































































MISSION MODE: ,: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION: .04 . Experiment Setup ,







































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES














FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations















[ PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW
NO.
2048
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:











FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FpE= ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload EO-3 EXPERIMENT:








Review data collected, time
remaining, atmospheric




































































































Atmospheric Pollution Data Observer
Water Pollution Data Observer
Water Pollution Data Observer
Atmospheric Pollution Data Evaluator















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie

















































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES



































































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observation
EXPERIMENT:










































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie


































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload EO-3 EXPERIMENT: 3













































































































































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES





















FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT;


































Atmospheric Pollution Data Evaluator
Hater Pollution Data Evaluator






MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie























SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO-3-04-6
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES




















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:















































































































































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES


















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:






























































TV Camera Module Remover .
TV Camera Module Installer
Computer Module Remover
Computer Module Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer




























































































., Elec. Data Processing
Technician

































SERIES ES-l-A | PAGE EO-3-04-8
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES
EXPERIMENT AREA:



























FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:




























Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remove*
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equip. Module Remover










MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:




































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES









Package data for earth
return :
•












































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations •




































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie













































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES
























• ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:






































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
05 Experiment Shutdown













PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW ' ' APPROVED BY: 6RH
REFERENCE
NO.
SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO-3-05-2
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES












































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations































































TV Camera Mode Recorder
Scanner Mode Recorder
Scanner Mode Recorder















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie



































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload EO-3 EXPERIMENT:











Use telescope to scan area
for ocean spectral analysis











































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie


































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES






















FPE: • ES-1 Earth Observations


























































MISSION AIODE: A - Shuttle Sortie

















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: -.. ES^l Earth Observations























































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:





















REVISION DATE: | PREPARED BY: OHL/GRH/EMW j APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO- 3-06-4
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES




















FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 A1r and Water Pollution























































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:




















SERIES ES-l-A PAGF, EO-3-06-5
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES




















FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations

























































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie




















PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO- 3-06-6
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES













































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



















PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW | APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-1-A PAGE £0-3-06-7
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
D1SC1PLSNE-. EARTH RESOURCES






















FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:
























































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie


















PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-1 -A | PAGE EO- 3-06-8
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload EO-3



















FPE: ES-I Earth Observations •
EXPERIMENT: 3

























































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:


















APPROVED BY: GRH j SERIES ES-l-A | PAGE EO-3-06-9
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations






















































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie

























PAGE EO- 3-06-1 o
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: . ES-1 Earth Observations

















































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie


































SERIES ES-1-A PAGE EO- 3-06-11
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: . ES-1 .Earth Observations. \ .









Record areal extent and
tonal contract of pollutants
1n atmosphere and water
Determine 1f standard

















































































TV System Control Actuator
Radiometer Control Actuator
Scanner Adequacy Determiner










MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:























REVISION DATE: PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO-3-06-12
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES


























FPE: ES-1 Earth "Observations '•
EXPERIMENT: 3




































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



















| PREPARED BY: OHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO- 3-06-1 3
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES




















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations •



































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:













































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observation . .
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload EO-3 EXPERIMENT:






Record fresh water '
pollution targets






















































































Water Pollution Data Observer
Camera Control Actuator
Camera Control Actuator






Atmosphere Pollution Data Evaluator'














MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie



































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES























FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:
 3-0 A1r and Water Pollution














































Water Pollution Data Evaluator
Atmospheric Pollution Data Classifier
Water Pollution Data Classifier







MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:


















PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO-3-06-16
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT AREA: sortie Lab Payload EO-3 EXPERIMENT:












































































Video Data Quality Evaluator
Radio Comtiunlcator
Atmospheric Pollution Data Evaluator
Water Pollution Data Evaluator









MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:






















REVISION DATE: PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW | APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO- 3-06-1 7
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES














































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:























































TV Data Quality Monitor
Scanner Data Quality Monitor
Scanner Data Quality Monitor
Radiometer Data Quality Monitor
Polarlmeter Data Quality Monitor
Spectrometer Data Quality Monitor
Camera Operation Evaluator
Camera Operation Evaluator
























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:






































SERIES ES-l-A [ PAGE EO-3-06-18
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES




































































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:




























































































Earth Survey C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Camera Module Remover :
Camera Module Remover



































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:







































































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES



















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT: 3

































































Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer






















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:





















































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES






















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 A1r and Water Pollution











































































Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment- Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



















































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations








REVISION NO: • .
CREW

















































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie















































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations







































































TV Camera Fault Identifier
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Electronic Equipment Fault Identifier









MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:




































MISSION MODE: A-SHUTTLE SORTIE
EXPERIMENT AREA: SORTIE LAB PAYLOAD EO-4
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 RESOURCE LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations

































































































Radar Transmitter Mode Recorder







Land Use Data Observer
















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
 :
BASIC FUNCTION:




































Special. Spacef light Skin'






SERIES ES-1 -A PAGE EO-4-04-2
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES














































































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations













































































































































































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES






















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
































































Radar Transmitter Mode Selector

















































































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES























































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations







































































Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover











































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations

























































Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover




Radar Transmitter Module Remover
Radar Transmitter Module Installer
Radar Receiver Mo'dule Remover










MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:






















REVISION DATE: PREPARED BY: i JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH | SERIES ES-1 -A | PAGEEO-4-04-6
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES
EXPERIMENT AREA:









Package data for earth
return
i












































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations



































































Radar Transmitter Control Deactuator











































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES
EXPERIMENT AREA:


















FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT:



























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:














APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-1 -A PAGE EO-4-05-2
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload EO-4

















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations

































































Radar Transmitter Mode Monitor

































































SERIES ES-1 -A | PAGE EO-4-06-1
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-l Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT AREA:










Identify land use data
sources














































































Radar Transmitter Mode Recorder






















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:


























REVISION DATE: PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH j SERIES ES-1 -A | PAGE EO-4-06-2
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
























































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



















PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A | PAGE EO-4-06-3
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations







Collect land use data
REVISION NO:
CREW



































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:

























t'.o'.W PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-l-A PAGE EO-4-06-4
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES

































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations



































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:





















PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES ES-1 -A PAGE EO-4-06-5
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES


























FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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PREPARED BY: JHL/GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH ] SERIES ES-1 -A J PACE EO-5-06-44
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES























































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT.-



































































Radar Transmitter Module Remover
Radar Receiver Module Remover
Scanner Module Remover
Radiometer Module Remover
Sferlcs Detector Module Remover
TV System Module Remover
Telescope Module Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Remover























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES




















































FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
































































Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Module
Installer




Radar Transmitter Module Installer
Radar Receiver Module Installer
Radiometer Module Installer
Sferlcs Detector Module Installer



































































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES






















































FPD ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT: 5.0 Disaster Assessment































































Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equlpr.snt Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Repairer






























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



















































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES FPE: ES-1 Earth Observations
EXPERIMENT AREA: sortie ,Lab Payload EO-5 EXPERIMENT:



























































































Sferics Detector Fault Identifier












































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: EARTH RESOURCES























rri;: ES-1 Earth Resources
EXPERIMENT:

































Radar Transmitter Fault Identifier
Radar Receiver Fault Identifier
Earth Survey C/D Equipment Fault
Identifier
Electronic Equipment Fault Identifier
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING 1'1'li: MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload HS-1 EXPERIMENT: i.o Biological Experiments






































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
EXPERIMENT AREA:










































FPE: MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: i.o Biological Experiments
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Gas Elimination/Cooling System '
Unstower



















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND KANUFACTURIN3 FPE: MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: sortie Lab Payload KS-1 EXPERIMENT: i.o Biological Experi rents
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING






























FPE: MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: i.0 Biological Experiments
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FPK: KS-1 Mater ia ls Sciences and Manufac tu r ing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: I .Q Biological Experiments
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BASIC FUNCTION:













FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING ITE: KS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
 1-0 Biological Experiments
1.1 Separation of Biologicals
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FfE: MS-1 Materials Science and Manufacturing in Space





































































































Gas Elimination/Cooling System Remover
Gas Elimination/Cooling System
Translocator
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EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-1 EXPERIMENT: i.o Biological Experiments









Dispose of toxic cleaning
materials

































































































Cleani ng/Decontami nati on Equi pment
Translocator

























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: -MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING




















FPK: MS-1 Materials Science and Manufac tu r ing in Space
EXPERIMENT: l.o Biological Experiirents













































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FFE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-1 EXPERIMENT: 1.0 Biological Experiments











Initiate bias voltage to
column
Make up buffer solution
from stock solutions
Fill apparatus with buffer
Verify buffer flow rate
Initiate sample injection
Periodically monitor





































































Buffer Solution Mixing Controller
Buffer Solution Installer
Buffer Solution Flow Rate Observer















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space




































































































Biological Materials Test Observer
Electrophoretic Separation Research
Evaluator
Biological Materials Data Determiner
Materials Analysis Equipment
Controller
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EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload HS-1 EXPERIMENT:
 1-0 Biological Experiments



















































































Biological Materials Mixing Controller
Biological Materials Test Observer
Biological Materials Data Determiner
Biological Materials Mixing Controller
Biological Materials Test Observer
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Biological Enclosure Operation Monitor
Atmosphere Supply/Control System
Operation Monitor
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BASIC FUNCTION:
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EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-1 EXPERIMENT: 1.0 Biological Experiments




































































































 A . shuttle Sopt1e
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FPE: KS-1 Materials Sciences and Manfuacturingin Space
EXPERIMENT: •(
 -0 Biological Experiments




























































Biological Enclosure Fault Identifier
Biological Enclosure Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING










































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments






















































in Space MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie









Instrumentation and Control Center
Unstower





Atmosphere Analysis Unit Unstower
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Translocator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Installer
Holographic Device Unstower
Holographic Device Translocator
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING










































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments
























































VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Trans locator
VHP Power Unit Installer
Heat Rejection System Unstower
General Purpose Lab Bench Unstower
Silicate Melt Susceptor Unstower
Silicate Melt Susceptor Translocator



















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing In Space
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitatlon Experiments






























































Glass Processing Research Coordinator
Glass Sample Remover
Glass Sample Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover
Environmental Chamber Module Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover
Environmental Chamber Module Installer
Computer Control Actuator
Instrumentation and Control Center
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Module Remover
























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
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EXPERIMENT AREA: Sorjtie Lab Payload MS-2 EXPERIMi:NT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments

































































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module Installer
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BASIC FUNCTION:

































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPK: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-2 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levltation Experiments















































































VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHF Power Unit Module Installer
Heat Rejection System Control ;
Actuator
Silicate Melt Susceptor Control
Actuator
Silicate Melt Susceptor Remover
Silicate Kelt Susceptor Installer
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturingin Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments





















Silicate Melt Susceptor Module
Remover
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURIN5
























FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitatlon Experiments
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VHP Power Uni t Calibrator
Heating/Posit ioning Coil Calibrator
Holographic Device Calibrator
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Chemist, Inorganic - Glass




FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FFE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
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Materials Analysis Equipment Inspector
TV Camera Inspector
Holographic Device Inspector
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: g.o Levitation Experiments









































































Instrumentation and Control Center
Stower





Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Translocator




































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING













































ITE: HS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments



































































VFH Power Unit Remover
VFH Power Unit Translocator
VHF Power Unit Stower
Heat Rejection System Stower
General Purpose Lab Bench Stower
Silicate Melt Susceptor Remover
Silicate Melt Susceptor Translocator
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FPE: KS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufactur ing in Space
EXPERIMENT: z.Q Levitation Experiments











l . G . 01-18
l .G.01-6







l .G . 01-18
l.G.01-6
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Perform optical tests for
glass homogeneity























































































Atmosphere Supply/ Control System
Operation Monitor
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Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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Telemetry Equipment Control Actuator
Radio Communicator
Data Compression Equipment Control
Actuator































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1




































Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
'
:
 2.0 Levitation Experiments




















































TV Camera Control Actuator
Holographic Device Control Actuator
VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
Computer Control Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control Actuator
Accident Control System Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Viewing Device Control Actuator •
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FPE: HS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments



















































Power Condi t ioning/Dist r ibut ion
System Operation Monitor
Furnace Operation Monitor
Silicate Melt Susceptor Operation
Monitor
VHF Power Unit Operation Monitor
Computer Operation Monitor
Accident Control System Operation
Monitor




Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Glass Processing Research Planner
Glass Processing Research Eyaluator










































Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments






























































Environmental Chamber Fault Identifier
Environmental Chamber Repairer
Environmental Chamber Repairer
General Purpose Lab Bench Fault
Identifier
General Purpose Lab Bench Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier
Instrumentation and Control Center
Repairer
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Fault Identifier








Silicate Melt Susceptor Fault
Identifier
Silicate Kelt Susceptor Repairer
Camera Fault Identifier
Camera Repairer





















Holographic Device Fault Identifier
0690
1233
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
F.XPI-RIMKNT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments

















































VHF Power Unit Fault Identifier
VFH Power Unit Repairer
Computer Fault Identifier
Computer Repairer
Heat Rejection System Fault Identifier
Heat Rejection System Repairer
Accident Control System Fault
Identifier
Accident Control System Repairer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Repairer
Heating/Positioning Coil Fault •
Identifier
Heating/Positioning Coil Repairer
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments



















































Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
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Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments








































































Instrumentation and Control Center
Unstower
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments









































































Instrumentation and Control Center
Unstower
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Friction Measuring Device Unstower
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 04 - Experiment Setup
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments
2.2 Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleatlon











































































Friction Measuring Device Inspector
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Inspector
Chill System Inspector
Holographic Device Inspector




VHF Power Unit Inspector
Accident Control System Inspector
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FPE-. MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT:
 2.0 Levitatlon Experiments
































































Friction Measuring Device Tester
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Tester
Chill System Tester
Holographic Device Tester




VHF Power Unit Tester



















































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufactur ing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie! Lab Payload MS-2 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitati on Experiments






















































































Friction Measuring Device Control
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Chi l l System Control Actuator
Holographic Device Control Actuator
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TV System Control Actuator
VHF Power Unit Control Actuator
Computer Control Actuator
Accident Control System Control
Actuator
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Environirental Chamber Module Remover
Environmental Chamber Module Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover
Environmental Chamber Module Installer
Computer Control Actuator
Instrumentation and Control Center
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Control Actuator






















































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: KS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Pay! oad MS-2 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments
































































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover
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Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module Installer
VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
VHP Power Unit Remover













































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPt: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufac tur ing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Pay load MS-2 EXPERIMENT:
 2-0 Levitat ion Experiments










































































VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHF Power Unit Module Installer
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT:
 2.0 Levltation Experiments
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Friction Measuring Device Control
Actuator
Friction Measuring Device Remover
Friction Measuring Device Installer
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURIN3 FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturingin Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-2 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING













































FPE: KS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experiments



























































Friction Measuring Device Cleaner
Heating/Positioning Colls Cleaner




Instrumentation and Control Center
Stower




Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Deactuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Translocator
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments





































































VHP Power Unit Control Deactuator
VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Stower
Heat Rejection System Stower
General Purpose Lab Bench Stower
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING













































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments







































































Friction Measuring Device Control
Deactuator
Friction Measuring Device Remover
Friction Measuring Device Translocator
Friction Measuring Device Stower
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING







Prepare photo prints and
nlargements






















FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufactur ing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments






























TV System Control Actuator
Radio Communicator
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BASIC FUNCTION:










Fi lm Developer '•
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EXPERIMENT AREA: sortie Lab Payload MS-2 EXPERIMENT-.
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Crystal Growth Process Monitor
Crystal Growth Process Observer
TBD
Calorimeter Operation Monitor
Friction Measuring Device Operation
Monitor
Holographic Device Operation Monitor
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
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BASIC FUNCTION:













Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
'







Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
!
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Radio Engineer '
REFERENCE
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufactur ing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Pay! oad MS-2 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments





























































































Friction Measuring Device Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
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Dictate notes on voice '
recorder







































































Holographic Device Control Actuator






Metal Sample Structure Analyzer
Materials Sample Structure Analyzer







































Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
General Technical Skill
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FFE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufac tur ing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-1 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments











































































Crystal Growth Data Recorder
Camera Control Actuator
F i l m Processor
Crystal Growth Structure Analyzer
1
Computer Control Actuator
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BASIC FUNCTION:













Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Instrumentation Technician
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levltation Experiments















































Crystal Growth Research Planner
Crystal Growth Research Evaluater
Crystal Growth Research Planner
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Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
 2.0 Levitatlon Experiments
























































VHP Power Unit Operation Monitor
Computer Operation Monitor






Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Calorimeter Operation Monitor
Friction Measuring Device Operation
Monitor
Chill System Operation Monitor
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FPE-. MS-1 Materials Sciences and l-'.anufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitatlon Experiments







































































General Purpose Lab Bench Fault
Identifier
General Purpose Lab Bench Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier
Instrumentation and Control Center
Repairer
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Fault Identifier






TV Camera Fault Identifier
TV Camera Repairer
Holographic Device Fault Identifier
Holographic Device Repairer
VHF Power Unit Fault Identifier
VHF Power Unit Repairer
Computer Fault Identifier
Computer Repairer





































































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING












































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitatlon Experiments














































Heat Rejection System Repairer
Accident Control System Fault
Identifier
Accident Control System Repairer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier








Friccion Measuring Device Fault
Identifier
Friction Measuring Device Repairer
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: .Sortie Lab Pay! oad NS-2 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experiments









Place sample 1n sample
holder
Emplace sample holder 1n
experiment unit































































































Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
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Chemist, Inomanlc - Glass
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
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Adjust conditions for next
experiment run per results



































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experiments



































































Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
Crystal Growth Research Planner
Materials Sample Remover
Materials Sample Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover












































Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments





























































Heat Rejection System Control
Instrumentation and Control Center
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Module Remover
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EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie lab Payload MS-1 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments





























































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Holographic Device Remover
Holographic Device Installer
Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module Installer
VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
VHP Power Unit Remover
VHP Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-1 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experirents





















































































Viewing Device Control Actuator
Viewing Device Remover
Viewing Device Installer
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levltation Experiments







































































Instrumentation and Control Center
Unstower





Atmosphere Analysis Unit Unstower
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experiments



































































VHF Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VFH Power Unit Installer
Heat Rejection System Unstower
General Purpose Lab Bench Unstower
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Heating/ Cooling Device Installer
Materials Analysis Equipment
Calibrator
VHP Power Unit Calibrator
Heating/Positioning Coll Calibrator
Holographic Device Calibrator
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experiments


















































Crystal Growth Research Evaluator













Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
'
Chemist. Inorganic - Glass
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-1 EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experiments


















































































Crystal Growth Research Planner
Data Recorder Unstower





Materials Analysis Equipment Tester
Holographic Device Tester
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitation Experiments
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 levUation Experiments



































































Holographic Device Control Actuator
VHF Power Unit Control Actuator
Computer Control Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Accident Control System Control
Actuator
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levltation Experiments


















































Viewing Device Control Actuator
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Crystal Growth Process Evaluator
Crystal .Growth Characteristics
Determiner
Crystal Growth Process Observer
Crystal Growth Data Recorder
Crystal Growth Process Observer
Crystal Growth Data Recorder
>
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Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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Crystal Growth Process Observer
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
Crystal Growth Research Planner
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Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist. Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
Instrumentation Technician
Instrumentation Technician
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VHF Power Unit Operation Monitor
Computer Operation Monitor
Accident Control System Operation
Monitor
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor
Heating/ Positioning Coil Operation
Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Crystal Puller Operation Monitor
Holographic Device Operation Monitor
Heating/Cooling Device Operation
Monitor
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Instrumental on Technl c1 an
Instrumentation Technician
Instrumentation Technician
Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Lev1tat1on Experiments




































































General Purpose Lab Bench Fault
Identifier
General Purpose Lab Bench Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier
Instrumentation and Control Center
Repairer
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Fault Identifier










Holographic Device Fault Identifier
Holographic Device Repairer
VHF Power Unit Fault Identifier-
VFH Power Unit Repairer
Computer Fault Identifier
Computer Repairer
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 2.0 Levitatlon Experiments











































Heat Rejection System Repairer
Accident Control System Fault
Identifier
Accident Control System Repairer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier




Viewing Device Fault Identifier
Viewing Device Repairer
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BASIC FUNCTION:
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F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T T A S K / S K I L L R E Q U I R E M E N T S
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCE AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments











































































Composite Materials Research Evaluator
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DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Science J Manufacturing In Space
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Composite Materials Research Planner
Composite Materials Research Planner
Composite Materials Research Planner
Composite Materials Research Planner
Composite Materials Research Planner
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FPE: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space























































omposite Materials Sample Unstower
omposite Materials Sample Unstower
Composite Materials Sample Unstower
omposite Materials Sample Unstower
omposite Materials Sample Unstower
Composite Materials Sample Translocator




Instrumentation & Control Center
Unstower





Atmosphere Analysis Unit Unstower




















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:









































F L I G H T E X P E R I M E N T T A S K / S K I L L R E Q U I R E M E N T S
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
























































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHF Power Unit Translocator
VHF Power Unit Installer
Heat Rejection System Unstower
General Purpose Hot Bench Unstower



















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
































PREPARED BY: GRH/EMW | APPROVED BY: GRH | SERIES MS-1 -A ) PAGE I1S-3. l-CK-*
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SKILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space i
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments



























































































Dispersion Control System Unstower
Dispersion Control System Translocator
Dispersion Control System Installer
Materials Forming Equipment Unstower
Materials Forming Equipment
Translocator
Materials Forming Equipment Installer
Composite Materials Sample Remover
Composite Sample Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover














MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
































SERIES MS-l-A | PACE MS-3. 1-04-5
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments






















































































Instrumentation & Control Center
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply & Control System
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply & Control System
Module Remover

























































SERIES KS-l-A j PAGE I1S-3.1-04-S
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE:
 Ms_-, Materials Science 4 Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments


















































































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Control
Actuator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Module
Remover




Dispersion Control System Remover
Dispersion Control System Installer
VHF Power Unit Control Actuator











































SERIES KS-l-A | PAGE KS-3. 1-04-7
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space
KXPF.HIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
Sortie Lab Payload MS-3










































































VHF Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Line 4 Module Installer
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Mixing Unit Control Actuator
Mixing Unit Control Remover
Mixing Unit Control Remover
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCE AND MANUFACTURING . FPE: HS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
Sortie Lab Payload MS-3

































































Mixing Unit Control Installer
Materials Analysis Equipment
Calibrator
VHF Power Unit Calibrator










































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
EXrEHI.ME.VT AREA:











































FPE: MS-1 Materials Science & Manufacturing In Space

























































Composite Materials Sample Remover
Composite Materials Sample Remover
Composite Materials Sample Remover
Composite Materials Sample Remover




Materials Analysis Equipment Cleaner
Mixing Unit Cleaner
Mixing Unit Cleaner
Dispersion Control System Cleaner
























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
EXPERIMENT AREA:



















































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences J Manufacturing 1n Space


































































Composite Materials Sample Remover
Composite Materials Sample
Translocator




Instrumentation and Control Center
Stower





Atmosphere Analysis Unit Remover
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Translocator
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Stower
VHF Power Unit Remover
VHF Power Unit Translocator
VHF Power Unit Stower
Heat Rejection System Stower
General Purpose Lab Bench Stower





































































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
EXPERIMENT AREA:











































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences & Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT:
 3.0 Furnace Experiments
3.1 Composite Materials































































Dispersion Control System Remover
Dispersion Control System Translocator
Dispersion Control System Stower
























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
EXPERIMENT AREA:










Perform sample evaluation ,
tests
•




















FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences & Manufacturing 1n Space





















































Composite Materials Sample Evaluator
Composite Materials Research
Evaluator
Composite Materials Research Planner







MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:

















| PREPARED BY: GRH/EMW APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES MS-l-A PACEMS-3.1-06-1
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
EXPERIMENT AREA:




























FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences & Manufacturing 1n























































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION: 06 - Experiment Conduct

















APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES MS-l-A PAGS'-SO.l-OS-^
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING ' FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences & Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT:
 3.0 Furnace Experiments





















































































Composite Materials Research Planner








VHF Power Unit Operation Monitor
Computer Operation Monitor












MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURES FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences & Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT:
 3.0 Furnace Experiments






















































Atmosphere Analysis Unit Operation
Monitor
Mix ing Uni t Operation Monitor
Vibrator Operation Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation











MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
1
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
liXPKHIMEST AREA:

























































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences & Manufacturing 1n Space






































































General Purpose Lab Bench Fault
Identifier
General Purpose Lab Bench Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier
Instrumentation and Control Center
Repairer
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Fault Identifier













VHF Power Unit Fault Identifier


























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:

















































w V 1 VNuTE
NO.















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURE FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences & Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: EXPERIMENT:
 3Q Furnace Exper1lrents
Sortie Lab Payload MS-3 , 3.1 Composite Materials























































Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Repairer
Accident Control System Fault
Identifier
Accident Control System Repairer
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Fault
Identifier
Atmosphere Analysis Unit Repairer
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier










MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING










Store slip 1n nonporous
container
Select mold of suitable
complexity






































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments





































































VHF Power Unit Unstower
VHF Power Unit Translocator

















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:






































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURE











































FPE: HS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing1n Space
































































VHF Power Unit Installer
Heat Rejection System Unstower
General Purpose Lab Bench Unstower



































































SERIES MS-l-A | PACE HS-3.2-04-2
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING WE'- MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Pavload MS-3 EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments






























































































Dispersion Control System Unstower
Dispersion Control System Translocator
Dispersion Control System Installer
Materials Forming Equipment Unstower
Materials Forming Equipment
Translocator
























































SERIES MS-l-A PAGE MS-3.2-04-:
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES, AND MANUFACTURING











































FPL: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
3.2 Directional Solidification

































































Slip Cast Injection System Unstower
Slip Cast Injection System
Translocator
Slip Cast Injection System Installer
Metal Samples Remover
Immiscible Liquid Sample Remover
Metal Samples Installer















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie



































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space































































































Environmental Chamber Module Remover
Environmental Chamber Module Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover
















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Pavlnad MS-3 EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments6






















































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:





























FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: HS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space





















































































Dispersion Control System Remover
Dispersion Control System Installer
VHF Power Unit Control Actuator
VHF Power Unit Remover
VHF Power Unit Installer
VHF Power Unit Module Remover
VHF Power Unit Module Installer
Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator










MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie























APPROVED BY: GRH SERIES KS-l-A PACFMS-3. 2-04-7
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURIN3 FPE-. MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-3 EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: HS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space

























































































Holographic Device Control Actuator
Holographic Device Remover
Holographic Device Installer
Slip Cast Injection System Control
Actuator
Slip Cast Injection System Remover
Slip Cast Injection System Installer










MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS- 3 EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
3.2 Directional Solidification







































































VHF Power Unit Calibrator
Heating/Positioning Coil Calibrator
Holographic Device Calibrator










MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING















FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
3.2 Directional Solidification




































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie













FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING













































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
















































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:










































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
3.2 Directional Solidification
(See Note MS-7)







































































Immiscible System Casting Remover
Slip Casting Translocator
Immiscible System Casting Translocator
Slip Casting Stower



























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufactur ing 1n Space












results to ground personnel

































































Dispersion Control System Cleaner
Materials Forming Equipment Cleaner










































SERIES MS-l-A | PACEKS-3. 2-05-2
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE-. MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space














Thoroughly mix material slip
Force slip Into mold
Jet ermine suitable casting
time duration
Open casting mold
Strain (drain) excess slip
from mold











































































Slip Cast Injection System Controller
Liquid Dispersion Research Planner




Liquid Dispersion Research Planner












MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:




























SERIES MS-l-A j PACEMS-3. 2-06-1
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing1n Space



























































































Liquid Dispersions Research Evaluator
Liquid Dispersions Research Planner
Furnace Control Actuator
Dispersion Control System Control
Actuator
Liquid Dispersion Research Evaluator




Liquid Dispersion Research Planner











































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING














































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space





























































Liquid Dispersion Research Monitor








VHF Power Unit Operation Monitor
Computer Operation Monitor




Mixing Unit Operation Monitor
Vibrator Operation Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Dispersion Control System Operation
Monitor
Holographic Device Operation Monitor



















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie









































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufactur ing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-3 EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments
3.2 Directional Solidification



























































Liqu id Dispersion Research Evaluator
Liquid Dispersion Research Evaluator
Camera Control Actuator
TV Camera Control Actuator











MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING


































































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 3.0 Furnace Experiments










































































General Purpose Lab Bench Fault
Identifier
General Purpose Lab Bench Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier














VHF Power Unit Fault Identifier
VHF Power Unit Repairer
Computer Fault Identifier
Computer Repairer
Heat Rejection System Fault Identifier
Heat Rejection System Repairer




























MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie

























































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING











































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space












































Accident Control System Repairer
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier






TV Cj.nera Fault Identifier
TV Camera Repairer
Holographic Device Fault Identifier
Holographic Device Repairer
Slip Cast Injection System Fault
Identifier















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING









































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments





































































Heat Rejection System Control
Actuator
Accident Control System Control
Actuator
Mixing Unit Control Actuator



















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie



































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURES













































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments



































































Instrumentation and Control Center
Unstower





Heat Rejection System Unstower
General Purpose Lab Bench Unstower

















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING













































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT:
 4-0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments








































































Dispersion Control System Unstower
Dispersion Control System Translocator
Dispersion Control System Installer
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING •







































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing In Space
EXPERIMENT: 4
-0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments























































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING














































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments
4.1 Convection of Fluids
































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
 04 . Experiment Setup
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in. Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-4 EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments











































































































Dispersion Control System Remover















 A . Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT TASK/SK ILL REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING




























FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.3 Small and Low Temperature Experiments
4.1 Convection of Fluids






















































Environmental Chamber Control Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control Actuator
Mixing Unit Control Actuator














MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
UISCIPU-VE: MATERIALS SCIENCES' AND KAWFACTURMG FPE: KS-? Materials Sciences and Manufacturing <n Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload HS-4 EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments











































































































srrssroN .MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



























FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-4 EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments

























































































Dispersion Control System Calibrator
Calorimeter Calibrator
Interferometer Calibrator
Fluid Convection Research Evaluator
(Continued on following page)











MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
















FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments










































Fluid Convection Research Planner
NO.
1648
MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:













FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING FFE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing--^ Space
EXPERIMENT AREA: Sortie Lab Payload MS-4 EXPERIMENT.-
 4-0 Small and Lo.v Temperature Experiments


















































































































MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURIN3
















FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments
4.1 Convection of Fluids

















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING









































FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing 1n Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Snail and Low Temperature Experiments
































































Dispersion Control System Cleaner
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING

















FPE: MS-1 Materials Sciences and Manufactur ing in Space
EXPERIMENT: 4.0 Small and Low Temperature Experiments


















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:















FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DfSCfPU.VE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MAiWFACTURIfG
EXPERIMENT AREA:





















































FP£: MS- 1 Materials Sciences and Manufacturing in Space
EXPERIMENT:
 4-0 Sina11 and Low Temperature Experiments
































































Accident Control System Operation
Monitor
Mixing Unit Operation Monitor
Mixing Unit Operation Monitor
Vibrator Operation Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor






Fluids Convection Research Planner




















MISSION MODE: A - Shuttle Sortie
BASIC FUNCTION:



















































FLIGHT EXPERIMENT T A S K / S K I L L REQUIREMENTS
DISCIPLINE: MATERIALS SCIENCES AND MANUFACTURING
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General Purpose Lab Bench Fault
Identifier
General Purpose Lab Bench Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier
Instrumentation and Control Center
Repairer
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Fault Identifier








Mixing Unit Fault Identifier
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Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Repairer
Accident Control System Fault
Identifier
Accident Control System Repairer
Dispersion Control System Fault
Identifier
Dispersion Control System Repairer
Camera Fault Identifier
Camera Repairer
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Adjust conditions for next
experiment run per results
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Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
Crystal Growth Research Planner
Materials Sample Remover
Materials Sample Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover
Environmental Chamber Module Installer
Environmental Chamber Module Remover
Environmental Chamber Module Installer
Computer Control Actuator
Heat Rejection System Control Actuator
.
Instrumentation and Control Center
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Control Actuator
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Module Remover


































Chemist, Inorganic - Glass
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Atmosphere Supply and Control System
. Module Installer







Zone Refiner Control Actuator
Zone Refiner Module Remover
Zone Refiner Module Installer
Zone Melter Control Actuator
Zone Melter Module Remover
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Holographic Device Module Remover
Holographic Device Module Installer
VHP Power Unit Control Actuator
VHP Power Unit Remover
VHF Power Unit Installer
VHP Power Unit Module Remover
VHP Power Unit Module Installer
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Place silicon bar 1n furnace
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Unstower
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VHP Power Unit Unstower
VHP Power Unit Translocator
VHP Power Unit Installer
Heat Rejection System Unstower
General Purpose Lab Bench Unstower
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VHP Power Unit Calibrator
Heating/Positioning Coll Calibrator
Holographic Device Calibrator
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
(Continued on next page)
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Crystal Growth Research Planner
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Crystal Growth Research Planner
Data Recorder Unstower
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Zone Melter Control Actuator
Zone Refiner Control Actuator
Crystal Growth Data Observer
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
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nterface with TV camera
Observe crystal growth
hrough microscope
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Activate zone heating













































































Crystal Growth Structure Analyzer
TV Camera Control Actuator
Crystal Growth Observer
Camera Control Actuator
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Zone Melter Operation Monitor
Zone Refiner Operation Monitor
Heating/Cooling Device Operation
Monitor
Crystal Crowth Process Monitor
Crystal Growth Research Planner







Zone Refiner Operation Monitor
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Accident Control System Operation
Monitor
Zone Melter Operation Monitor
Heat Rejection System Operation
Monitor
Crystal Puller Operation Monitor
Holographic Device Operation Monitor
Heating/Cooling Device Operation
Monitor
Mixing Unit Operation Monitor
TV Camera Operation Monitor
Crystal Growth Research Evaluator
Radio Communicator
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TV Camera Control Actuator
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General Purpose Lab Bench Fault
Identifier
General Purpose Lab Bench Repairer
Instrumentation and Control Center
Fault Identifier
Instrumentation and Control Center
Repairer
Atmosphere Supply and Control System
Fault Identifier




Power Condition ing/ Distribution
System Repairer
Holographic Device Fault Identifier
Holographic Device Repairer
VHF Power Unit Fault Identifier
a
VHF Power Unit Repairer
Computer Fault Identifier
Computer Repairer
Heat Rejection System Fault
Identifier
Heat Rejection System Repairer
Accident Control System Fault
Identifier
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Mixing Unit Fault Identifier
Mixing Unit Repairer
Mixing Unit Repairer





Zone Refiner Fault Identifier
Zone Refiner Repairer
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